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was interviewed via theelng a vlsed of the identity of the
of the interview, BRADSHAW provided

interviewing agent and the
the following information:

BRADSHAW's wife, SANDRA BRADSHAW, was a flight attendant on
UNITED AIRLINES, flight 93, traveling from. Newark tdSan francisco,
working first class passengers. SANDRA called BRADSHAW a little before
10:00 a.m. while on the flight and asked BRADSHAW if he had seen what
happened today. BRADSHAW told SANDRA that two planes had crashed into
the World Trade Center in New York City. SANDRA then told BRADSHAW
that her plane had been hijacked. She continued to state that the
plane had been hijacked by three men with dark skin, and SANDRA stated
"They almost looked Islamic." One of the hijackers was seated in first
class and .SANDRA actually looked at him, this hijacker was "a little
short guy." The other hijackers were seated in the back of the plane.
SANDRA only saw the hijackers carrying knives as weapons. All three of
the hijackers put red headbands on their heads as they were hijacking
the plane. Additionally, SANDRA did not know the location of the plane
but she thought that the plane might be around the Mississippi River
because they had just passed over a river.
SANDRA stated the hijackers went up to the front of the plane
and all passengers and flight attendants were in the rear of the plane.
SANDRA told BRADSHAW that she counted about ·27 people in the back of
the plane with her. The pilots were not in the back of the plane.
SANDRA did not say anything about what the hijackers said nor
the language spoken during the hijacking. Further, SANDRA did not say
if the hijackers went into the cockpit of the plane or not.
SANDRA. was permitted to use the phone and speak freely,
therefore, BRADSHAW opined that the hijackers were not closely watching
the passengers. Additionally, SANDRA told BRADSHAW that the passengers
were getting hot water out of the galley and were going to rush the
hijackers.
At the end of the telephone call, SANDRA told BRADSHAW that
everyone was running up to first class and she hung up the telephone.
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